2024 ACIS/9ine Risk Management Webinar

"From Reactive to Proactive: Transforming Your Approach to Risk”

When: Tuesday, April 23rd, 2024 from 9:00 am – 10:00 am (Mountain Time)

Where: Remote via Zoom- Invitation will be sent prior to Webinar (ACIS)

Audience: Trustees, Heads, Division Heads, and IT Directors

Webinar summary:

Join our exclusive webinar with 9ine Consulting "From Reactive to Proactive: Transforming Your Approach to Risk”.

We'll explore a journey of shifting from a reactive to a proactive risk management strategy within schools. Utilizing the 9ine template risk framework as our foundation, this session aims to guide school administrators and risk owners through the essential process of identifying, assessing, and managing risks in a structured and anticipatory manner.

We'll delve into how a well-developed risk register can serve as a dynamic tool for capturing both existing and potential risks, categorizing them by severity and likelihood, and assigning clear ownership for mitigation strategies. This approach enhances the school's preparedness for unforeseen challenges and embeds a culture of proactive risk management across the organization.

9ine company bio

9ine is a global leader in simplifying the complexities of schools' cybersecurity, technology, data privacy and protection, safeguarding, and compliance challenges. Our team of over 60 experts partner with schools to effectively manage risk, meet data protection legislation obligations, and develop industry specific technology for schools to operationalize their technology governance and compliance activities.
Our commitment to market leading solutions, specifically built for the education sector, dates back to our beginning in 2009. Over the last 15 years, 9ine has supported schools to meet the constantly developing legislation environment, including the introduction of new data privacy laws, and remains future focused on supporting schools with navigating the use of emerging technologies and managing the associated risks.

For additional information, please visit [www.9ine.com](http://www.9ine.com) or follow us on LinkedIn @9ine.

**Presenter**

*Mark Orchison*

*Founder & CEO of 9ine*

Mark Orchison is the CEO of 9ine, a leading provider of technology, cyber and privacy services to schools. With over 20 years of experience in the industry, Mark is a highly respected thought leader in the field of technology, cyber, privacy and safeguarding in K-12 education. He has a proven track record of helping organizations of all sizes to navigate the rapidly changing digital and regulatory landscape and capitalize on new opportunities.

Mark’s vision has shaped the development of a revolutionary low-cost consultancy-as-a-service software platform enabling schools to gain easy access to expertise in technology, cyber, privacy and safeguarding. Mark is also a regular speaker at industry events and an expert contributor to accreditation commissions on accreditation standards relating to privacy and cyber security.